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Stjepan-grad Blagaj River “Buna” spring “Bunica” Boating 

The old town of Blagaj or Stjepan-grad was built on the most prominent place 

of a high and hardly accessible karst hill, at 310 meters above sea level and 

above the spring of the river Buna, which is 266 m away. 

By the decision of the Commission to Preserve National Monuments of BiH, the 

architectural ensemble STJEPAN GRAD IN BLAGAJ was declared a National 

Monument of Bosnia and Herzegovina.

East of Mostar is the spring of the Buna River, and it is the largest karst spring in 

Europe with an average annual flow of 43 m³ per second.

The spring is located below a 200m high stone cli�, and the Dervish Tekija was 

built nearby, which was mentioned in 1664 by the travel writer Evlija Ćelebija. 

The water springs from a 17-meter-wide cave, and according to research, the 

underground flow of the Buna spring is about 200 m long. The river is 9 

kilometers long, and it eventually flows into Neretva.

 

An unforgettable trip to the spring of Bunica, and a boat ride on the river 

Bunica in untouched nature and a tour of the springs of the river. The o�er 

includes a boat ride lasting 1h 15m approx., as well as homemade co�ee for 

each person and homemade seasonal fruits.

When you need a vacation the most, sail with us. Your Bunica Boating.

In the 15th century, the Kosača family ruled the area of Hum 

(Herzegovina) and was one of the most powerful noble families 

in the Kingdom of Bosnia. There are assumptions that the family 

was named after the village of Kosač near the rivers Piva and 

Tara. The influence and power of Kosača can be seen during the 

time of the first Bosnian king Tvrtko I.
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Stari grad Počitelj

 

Počitelj is a perfect place for you to recharge your batteries and enjoy the 

beautiful nature, especially if you are looking for an idyllic place where there is 

not a bunch of hotels, restaurants, and cafes. 

According to assumptions, the old town of Počitelj was built by the Bosnian king 

Stjepan Tvrtko I. at the end of the 14th century. The town was morphologically 

adapted to the terrain on a rocky cli� above the bank of the river Neretva. In 

written sources, it was first mentioned in 1444.

Old Bridge Mostar 

The old bridge was built in the period between 1557-1566 above the river 

Neretva. A wooden bridge and two towers were first built on this site, as 

evidenced in written form by Vladislav Hercegović, the Duke Stjepan’s son. 

The Ottomans built the first stone bridge soon after the conquest of this area, 

under the management of the Ottoman builder Hajrudin.

Bridge jumping and even the Red Bull World Series program in extreme diving 

is traditionally held at this site.

Sports – adventure park Fortica 

While many find refreshment on hot summer days at the beaches, some want to 

spend their vacation actively. Those a little bolder test the limits of their courage 

in air. This is, among other things, o�ered by the Fortica Sports and Adventure 

Park.

Active Active Tourism o�er: Zipline, climbing, Abseil (Rappel), Via Ferrata, 

hiking, MTB, Mountain safari, Mountain lodge .
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ENOGASTRO ENOGASTRO

The vineyards of Mostar sprang up on the sparse Herzegovinian land, karst, 

stone and thorns vineyards as a testimony to Herzegovinian perseverance and 

defiance. Winemaking in Herzegovina is the main branch of agriculture, but 

also it can be said that it is a way of life.

Herzegovinian winemakers today want to be recognized by their Žilavka and 

Blatina as unique varieties in the wine world, and they present themselves to the 

world through this wine that carries the scent of the earth and the intensity of the 

Herzegovinian sun.

Herzegovinian cuisine is slightly di�erent from the Bosnian. Herzegovinians use 

more vegetables; the dishes are tastier and lighter.  The influence of Turkish and 

Greek cuisine is an integral part traditional gastronomy, but lately European 

flavors, especially Italian have also become prominent. 

Mostar is fulfilled with restaurants where you can taste excellent dishes at a 

reasonable price. One should just enter one of many restaurants and cafes in the 

old town. 

Mostar o�ers hotels, apartments, and holiday homes which are located 

in the most interesting town locations near the main tourist attractions as 

well as other important zones. 

A�ordable accommodation means spending more on fun activities and 

sightseeing.

Accommodation  in Mostar Gastro o�ers in Mostar  Eno o�ers in Mostar 

ACCOMMODATION 
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Stari Most FORTICA

Podrum Vilinka

Carski vinogradi

Vinarija Crnjac

Podrum Rozić
Hercegovina vino

Počitelj

Mostar

Stjepan grad Blagaj

Izvor Bune Tekija

Stjepan-grad Blagaj

Old town Počitelj

9-11

11-12

12-13

13-14

14-19

19-21

Bunica 
Boating

River “Buna” spring
“Bunica” Boating 

Old bridge Mostar 

Sports – Adventure Park Fortica 

Dinner in one of the restaurants 
(recommendation traditional cuisine, 

Herzegovinian wine tasting)

Accommodation of choice 
(hotels, holiday homes, apartments, rooms, camp)

Lunch in one of the restaurants 
(recommendation, traditional cuisine)

Important emergency telephone numbers:

Civil Protection Operational Centers 121

Police 122

Firefighters 123

Ambulance 124

Roadside assistance 1282/1285/1288
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